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COMPARISON OF TRANSMITTED PULSE TRAINS
PREDICTED BY DUHAMEL’S SUPERPOSITION
THEOREM AND DIRECT PULSE SIMULATION
IN A 3-D DISCRETE ORDINATES SYSTEM

Masato Akamatsu1 and Zhixiong Guo2
1Graduate School of Science and Engineering, Yamagata University,
Yamagata, Japan
2Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Rutgers,
The State University of New Jersey, Piscataway, New Jersey, USA

The transient response of transmittance in a scattering-absorbing cubic medium subjected to

a diffuse square pulse train is predicted by two different methods, i.e., Duhamel’s superpo-

sition theorem and the direct pulse simulation, in a 3-D discrete ordinates system. The com-

puted results for each solution method are compared and are shown for different discrete

approximations, optical thicknesses, scattering albedos, pulse widths, and pulse train

intervals between two successive pulses. The computational time consumed for the direct

pulse simulation is also presented. It is found that Duhamel’s superposition theorem pro-

vides better accuracy and computational efficiency than the direct pulse simulation, because

Duhamel’s superposition theorem needs only one solution exposed to a single diffuse unit

step square pulse for different problems subjected to a square pulse train with various pulse

widths and pulse train intervals, whereas the direct pulse simulation is time-consuming and

subject to increased numerical errors because of error accumulation.

INTRODUCTION

The study of ultrafast radiative transfer in a participating medium with various
optical properties has attracted increasing attention due to the development and
improvement of ultrafast laser technologies [1–5]. In this context, various numerical
methods have been developed and compared in attempts to achieve accurate predic-
tions of the ultrafast radiative transfer in absorbing, emitting, and scattering media
such as biological tissues.

Kumar and Mitra [6] and Mitra and Kumar [7] clarified the transport of short
light pulses through 1-D scattering-absorbing media by using different approximate
mathematical models such as PN expansion, two-flux, and discrete ordinates. Wu
and Wu [8] formulated the integral method. Guo and Kumar [9] developed a
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complete transient 3-D discrete-ordinates method (DOM) for the first time to solve
transient radiative transfer in 3-D participating media. Moreover, Guo et al. [10]
reported good agreement between a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and experimental
measurements that were carried out to elucidate transient radiative transfer for
short-pulse laser transport in scattering and absorbing media. Lu and Hsu [11] intro-
duced a reverse MC method for determining transient radiative transfer in partici-
pating media. Chai [12] formulated the finite-volume method (FVM) for transient
radiative transfer in 2-D irregular geometry.

Indeed, there are many methods for analyzing radiative transport in a participat-
ing medium, such as modified differential approximation [13], the discrete transfer
method [14], the collapsed dimension method [15], and the radiation element method
[16], in addition to the above-mentionedmethods. In 2012, Hunter andGuo [17–20] per-
formed a series of concentrated simulation and comparison works toward the develop-
ment of a new phase function normalization technique to gain deeper insight into the
numerical treatment in anisotropic scattering analysis via the FVM and DOMmethods.

Although the emphasis of the above-mentioned investigations was placed on
the transport of a single pulse, it is very important to clarify the transient character-
istics of radiative transfer in a participating medium subjected to continuous pulse
trains. We have therefore conducted 3-D simulations on the interaction of diffuse
[21] and collimated [22] irradiations of a square pulse train in a highly scattering cube
via the DOM and Duhamel’s superposition theorem first introduced by Guo and
Kumar [9]. Muthukumaran and Mishra [23–26] investigated transient responses in
1-D and 2-D participating media subjected to a train of short-pulse diffuse or colli-
mated radiation with the boundary of a train of pulses, i.e., direct pulse simulation.

NOMENCLATURE

c speed of light in medium, m=s

E0 emitting power, W=m2

I radiation intensity, W=m2 � sr
L length, m

n number of angular discretization

N angular discrete order in SN

approximation

Q net radiative heat flux, W=m2

~rr position vector, m

ŝs discrete ordinate direction

S source term, W=m2

t time, s

t� nondimensional time (¼ ct=L)

td pulse train interval between two

successive pulses, s

tp pulse width, s

T transmittance

w angular weight

x, y, z Cartesian coordinates, m

x� nondimensional coordinate in x

direction (¼x=L)

y� nondimensional coordinate in y

direction (¼ y=L)

z� nondimensional coordinate in z

direction (¼ z=L)

c weighting factor

Dt time step, s

Dx, Dy, Dz grid size, m

g, m, n direction cosines

q diffuse reflectivity

ra absorption coefficient, 1=m

re extinction coefficient, 1=m

rs scattering coefficient, 1=m

U scattering phase function

x scattering albedo

Subscripts

b blackbody

w wall

Superscripts

l discrete direction index
� dimensionless quantity
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Presently, there are no quantitative evaluations of computational accuracy and
computational time regarding transient radiative transfer predicted by Duhamel’s
superposition theorem and that predicted by a direct-pulse simulation in a partici-
pating medium subjected to continuous pulse trains. To this end, in the present study
we conducted comparisons of transmitted pulse trains estimated by Duhamel’s
superposition theorem and a direct pulse simulation in a 3-D discrete ordinates sys-
tem in homogeneous, strongly scattering, and weakly absorbing media subjected to a
diffuse square pulse train, to quantitatively evaluate the computational accuracy and
computational time.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The model system considered in the present computations is shown in
Figure 1a. The cubic homogeneous medium is cold (nonemitting), strongly scatter-
ing, and weakly absorbing. The cubical length, width, and height are all L, and n,
g, and m are three direction cosines in a discrete ordinate direction ŝs. For the

Figure 1. Model 3-D geometry and coordinates system.
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problem subjected to a single diffuse unit step square pulse, the sidewall at x¼ 0 is
heated instantaneously and isothermally at t� 0. That is, Duhamel’s superposition
theorem needs only the solution computed under this boundary condition for differ-
ent problems subjected to a diffuse square pulse train with various pulse widths and
pulse train intervals. In contrast, in the direct pulse simulation, the sidewall at x¼ 0
is heated instantaneously and isothermally at t¼ 0, and then the heating is period-
ically changed, just like continuous pulse trains according to the time-dependent
pulse boundary condition. The rest of the walls are cold. All sidewalls are black
and absorb all incident radiation, i.e., q¼ 0. Detector A is installed at (x, y,
z)¼ (L, L=2, L=2), i.e., (x�, y�, z�)¼ (1, 0.5, 0.5) in dimensionless quantities, to detect
the transmitted pulse.

The transient equations of diffuse radiative transfer in discrete ordinates can be
formulated as:

1

c

qI l

qt
þ nl

qI l

qx
þ gl qI

l

qy
þ ml

qI l

qz
þ reI

l ¼ reS
l l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n ð1Þ

The extinction coefficient re is the summation of the absorption coefficient ra and
the scattering coefficient rs. The scattering albedo is x¼rs=re. S

l is the radiative
source term, neglecting blackbody emission. It can be expressed as

Sl ¼ x
4p

Xn

i¼1

wiUil I i l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n ð2Þ

The right-hand side in Eq. (2) is the contribution of in-scattering radiation intensities
from all discrete ordinate directions.

A quadrature set of the DOM SN approximation include n discrete ordinates
with appropriate angular weight, in which n¼N(Nþ 2). In the present computa-
tions, S12 and S8 approximations are applied. Here, Uð̂ssi ! ŝslÞ is the scattering phase
function. In the present study, the scattering is assumed to be isotropic or scaled
isotropic [27].

The walls are assumed to be gray and diffusely reflecting. For example, the
diffuse intensity at the wall of x¼ 0 is

Iw ¼ ð1� qÞIbw þ q
p

Xn=2

nl<0

wlI l nl
�� �� ð3Þ

where Iw is the diffuse intensity at the wall, Ibw is the blackbody intensity at the wall,
q is the diffuse reflectivity of the wall surface, and n=2 denotes that half of the n
different intensities emanate from the wall. Similarly, the relationships for the
remaining five walls can be set up.

Once the intensities have been determined, the net radiative heat flux Qx is
evaluated from
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Qx ¼
Xn

l¼1

nlwlI l ð4Þ

The transient transmittance detecting by detector A is defined as

Tðx ¼ L; y ¼ z ¼ L=2; tÞ ¼ Qxðx ¼ L; y ¼ z ¼ L=2; tÞ
E0

ð5Þ

E0 stands for a suddenly imposed emitting power at the incident wall of x¼ 0.

NUMERICAL SCHEME

In the present numerical computations, we used the spatial grid and time step
determined in previous studies [21, 22] to minimize the effects of false radiation
propagation and numerical diffusion for solving ultrafast radiative transfer in a
strongly scattering and weakly absorbing medium, i.e., 49� 49� 49 and Dt� ¼ 0.006.

The control-volume approach is used for the spatial discretization to solve the
transient radiation transfer equation, i.e., Eq. (1). In each control volume, Eq. (1) is
discretized temporally and spatially. The final discretization equation for the cell
intensity in a generalized form [9] becomes

I l
P
¼

1=cDtð ÞI l0p þ reS
l
p þ nl

�� ��=clx Dx
� �

I lxu þ gl
�� ��=cly Dy

� �
I lyu þ ml

�� ��=clz Dz
� �

I lzu

ð1=cDtÞ þ re þ nl
�� ��=clx Dx
� �

þ glj j=cly Dy
� �

þ mlj j=clz Dz
� � ð6Þ

where Ip is the intensity at the node of a control volume; I l0p is the intensity at the
previous time step; and I lxu, I

l
yu, and I lzu are the radiation intensities on the upstream

surface in the ŝsl direction as shown in Figure 1b. In the present method the positive
scheme proposed by Lathrop [28] is applied to determine the values of weighting fac-
tors clx, c

l
y, and clz. With the nodal intensity obtained from Eq. (6), the unknown

radiation intensities on the downstream surface in the same direction are computed
as follows:

I lp ¼ clxI
l
xd þ ð1� clxÞI lxu ¼ clyI

l
yd þ ð1� clyÞI lyu ¼ clzI

l
zd þ ð1� clzÞI lzu ð7Þ

where I lxd , I
l
yd , and I lzd are the radiation intensities on the downstream surface in the

ŝsl direction, as shown in Figure 1b.
In Eq. (6), the traveling distance cDt should not exceed the control volume spa-

tial step, i.e., cDt<minfDx, Dy, Dzg. This is because a light beam always travels at
the speed of light c in the medium. Hence, the following condition is imposed to
eliminate the numerical diffusion [29]:

Dt� < min Dx�;Dy�;Dz�f g ð8Þ
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the influences of discrete approximation, optical thickness, and
scattering albedo on the temporal profile of transmittance detected by detector A (at
x� ¼ 1, y� ¼ z� ¼ 0.5) in a unit cube subjected to a single diffuse unit-step square
pulse. Since the time step Dt� ¼ 0.006 adopted in the present numerical computations
is much smaller than 1=49 (� 0.0204), the condition shown in Eq. (8) is satisfied suf-
ficiently. In Figure 2, it is noticed that the temporal profiles of transmittance in an
unsteady state depend somewhat on the discrete approximation and the scattering
albedo for the optically thin medium reL¼ 0.1; the temporal development for opti-
cally thick medium reL¼ 10 is extended compared to that for the optically thin
medium, and the magnitude of transmittance reaches the constant value at the
long-time stage for both optical thicknesses.

Figure 3 shows the influences of discrete approximation, optical thickness, and
scattering albedo on the temporal profile of transmittance detected by detector A in a
unit cube subjected to a single diffuse square pulse with pulse width t�p ¼ 0:03, 0.06,
0.09, 0.21, 0.9, and 1.5. The solid line shows the temporal profile of transmittance
constructed by Duhamel’s superposition theorem based on the solution of the basic
problem subjected to a single diffuse unit step square pulse shown in Figure 2. The
dashed line shows that computed in the direct pulse simulation using the DOM
(denoted as ‘‘Direct’’). That is, Direct’s results are obtained by incorporating the
time-dependent pulse boundary condition in the simulation program used to
compute the transmittance shown in Figure 2.

It is apparent that the temporal profiles of transmittance marked as ‘‘Duha-
mel’’ are almost in agreement with those marked as ‘‘Direct’’ when the pulse width

Figure 2. Influences of discrete approximation, optical thickness, and scattering albedo on the temporal

profile of transmittance detected by detector A in a unit cube subjected to a single diffuse unit-step square

pulse.
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is t�p ¼ 0:9 and 1.5, whereas the solution differences between Duhamel’s result and
Direct’s result gradually becomes larger with the decreases of pulse width regardless
of discrete approximation, optical thickness, and scattering albedo, and the results
estimated by Duhamel’s superposition theorem are smaller than those estimated
by the direct pulse simulation at any time for the same discrete approximation,
optical thickness, scattering albedo, and pulse width.

The computer used for the present calculations is a workstation with an Intel
Dual CPU 8 Core Xeon 3.4GHz processor and 3.0 GB of RAM. Intel Visual For-
tran Composer XE 2011 was also used as a compiler. For optically thin medium sub-
jected to a diffuse irradiation with the pulse width t�p ¼ 1:5 shown in Figure 3a,
55,607.16 s were consumed as the CPU time to compute from t� ¼ 0 to t� ¼ 4 via
the direct pulse simulation, whereas Duhamel’s result under the same condition
was obtained in several seconds. For optically thick medium subjected to a diffuse
irradiation with the pulse width t�p ¼ 1:5 shown in Figure 3d, 139,050.6 s were
consumed as the CPU time to compute from t� ¼ 0 to t� ¼ 10 via the direct pulse
simulation.

Figure 3. Influences of discrete approximation, optical thickness, and scattering albedo on the temporal

profile of transmittance detected by detector A in a unit cube subjected to a single diffuse square pulse

with pulse width t�p ¼ 0:03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.21, 0.9, and 1.5; comparison of the solution differences between

the Duhamel superposition theorem and the direct pulse simulation.
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Since the solution differences between Duhamel’s results and Direct’s results
are described in Figure 3 qualitatively for a single diffuse square pulse, the quanti-
tative solution differences between the two sets of results are listed in Table 1. This
table shows the comparison of the solution differences between the Duhamel super-
position theorem and the direct pulse simulation for different discrete approxima-
tions, optical thicknesses, and scattering albedos in a unit cube subjected to a
single diffuse square pulse with different pulse widths. The transmittances computed
by the two methods take the maximum value simultaneously at the time shown in the
column of t�. However, the magnitude computed by Duhamel’s superposition the-
orem is smaller than that computed by the direct pulse simulation, as seen in two
columns of TDuhamel and TDirect for the same discrete approximation, optical thick-
ness, scattering albedo, and pulse width. In addition, the ratio of TDirect to TDuhamel

becomes larger as the pulse width t�p decreases, as seen in column of TDirect=TDuhamel

for the same discrete approximation, optical thickness, and scattering albedo. The
maximum solution difference between the two methods is 21.04% (Table 1).

The analyses in a unit cube subjected to a pulse train consisting of five pulses by
Duhamel’s superposition theorem and the direct pulse simulation were investigated
as follows. Figure 4 shows the temporal profiles of transmittance detected by detec-
tor A in a unit cube subjected to a diffuse square pulse train consisting of five pulses
with the constant pulse width of t�p ¼ 0:03, 0.06 and different three pulse train

Table 1. Comparison of the solution differences between the Duhamel superposition theorem and the

direct pulse simulation for different discrete approximations, optical thicknesses, and scattering albedos

in a unit cube subjected to a single diffuse square pulse with different pulse widths

t�p t� TDuhamel TDirect TDirect=TDuhamel

S12, reL¼ 0.1, x¼ 1 0.03 1.068 2.3560� 10�2 2.8510� 10�2 1.2101

0.06 1.086 4.6667� 10�2 5.1416� 10�2 1.1018

0.09 1.098 6.8843� 10�2 7.3207� 10�2 1.0634

0.21 1.164 1.4164� 10�1 1.4473� 10�1 1.0218

0.9 1.722 2.0141� 10�1 2.0174� 10�1 1.0016

1.5 2.196 2.0154� 10�1 2.0154� 10�1 1.0000

S12, reL¼ 0.1, x¼ 0.9 0.03 1.068 2.3460� 10�2 2.8395� 10�2 1.2104

0.06 1.086 4.6462� 10�2 5.1204� 10�2 1.1021

0.09 1.098 6.8551� 10�2 7.2898� 10�2 1.0634

0.21 1.164 1.4101� 10�1 1.4409� 10�1 1.0218

0.9 1.728 2.0016� 10�1 2.0049� 10�1 1.0016

1.5 2.232 2.0027� 10�1 2.0027� 10�1 1.0000

S8, reL¼ 0.1, x¼ 1 0.03 1.020 2.9858� 10�2 3.3691� 10�2 1.1284

0.06 1.032 5.8715� 10�2 6.2294� 10�2 1.0610

0.09 1.050 8.5641� 10�2 8.9212� 10�2 1.0417

0.21 1.116 1.6309� 10�1 1.6579� 10�1 1.0166

0.9 1.716 2.0473� 10�1 2.0521� 10�1 1.0023

1.5 2.142 2.0492� 10�1 2.0492� 10�1 1.0000

S12, reL¼ 10, x¼ 1 0.03 2.034 3.2370� 10�4 3.6408� 10�4 1.1247

0.06 2.064 6.4730� 10�4 6.8154� 10�4 1.0529

0.09 2.082 9.7070� 10�4 1.0042� 10�3 1.0345

0.21 2.142 2.2602� 10�3 2.2937� 10�3 1.0148

0.9 2.550 9.2807� 10�3 9.3125� 10�3 1.0034

1.5 2.964 1.4364� 10�2 1.4391� 10�2 1.0019
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intervals (t�d ¼ t�p � 1; t�p � 10; and t�p � 100) for optically thin medium reL¼ 0.1
and x¼ 1. The panels on the left show the results for t�p ¼ 0:03, and the panels
on the right show those for t�p ¼ 0:06. The solid lines show those constructed by

Figure 4. Temporal profiles of transmittance detected by detector A in a unit cube subjected to a diffuse square

pulse train consisting of five pulses with the constant pulse width of t�p ¼ 0:03, 0.06 and different three pulse

train intervals (a, d) t�d ¼ t�p � 1; (b, e) t�d ¼ t�p � 10; (c, f) t�d ¼ t�p � 100) for reL¼ 0.1 and x¼ 1; comparison

of the solution differences between Duhamel’s superposition theorem and the direct pulse simulation.
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Duhamel’s superposition theorem based on the solution of the basic problem
subjected to a single diffuse unit-step square pulse shown in Figure 2. The dashed
lines show those computed by the direct pulse simulation. The figure shows that

Figure 5. Temporal profiles of transmittance detected by detector A in a unit cube subjected to a diffuse

square pulse train consisting of five pulses with the constant pulse width of t�p ¼ 0:09, 0.21 and different three

pulse train intervals (a, d) t�d ¼ t�p � 1; (b, e) t�d ¼ t�p � 10; (c, f) t�d ¼ t�p � 100) for reL¼ 0.1 and x¼ 1; com-

parison of the solution differences between Duhamel’s superposition theorem and the direct pulse simulation.
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the transmitted pulse is detected as a single pulse despite the irradiation of a train of
five pulses (Figures 4a and 4d) when the pulse train interval is small; the five distinct
signals are observed as the pulse train interval t�d increases, and Duhamel’s results are
smaller than Direct’s results. In previous studies [21, 22], we observed that the over-
lap or superposition effect of the pulse train depends strongly on the magnitude of
the pulse broadening in the response subjected to a single diffuse square pulse as well
as the pulse train interval. Corresponding figures for the constant pulse width of
t�p ¼ 0:09 and 0.21 are shown in Figure 5. Corresponding figures for the constant
pulse width of t�p ¼ 0:9 and 1.5 are shown in Figure 6. These figures reveal that
Duhamel’s results excellently match Direct’s results with the increases of the pulse
width even when the pulse train interval is small.

Figure 7 shows the temporal profiles of transmittance detected by detector A in
a unit cube subjected to a diffuse square pulse train consisting of five pulses with the
constant pulse width of t�p ¼ 0:03, 0.06, 0.9 and two different pulse train intervals

Figure 6. Temporal profiles of transmittance detected by detector A in a unit cube subjected to a diffuse

square pulse train consisting of five pulses with the constant pulse width of t�p ¼ 0:9, 1.5 and two different

pulse train intervals (a, c) t�d ¼ t�p � 1; (b, d) t�d ¼ t�p � 10) for reL¼ 0.1 and x¼ 1; comparison of the sol-

ution differences between Duhamel’s superposition theorem and the direct pulse simulation.
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(t�d ¼ t�p � 1 and t�p � 10) for optically thick medium reL¼ 10 and x¼ 1. The panels
on the left show those for t�d ¼ t�p � 1, and those on the right show those for t�p � 10.
It can be seen that Duhamel’s results are in good agreement with Direct’s results as

Figure 7. Temporal profiles of transmittance detected by detector A in a unit cube subjected to a diffuse

square pulse train consisting of five pulses with the constant pulse width of t�p ¼ 0:03, 0.06, 0.9 and two dif-

ferent pulse train intervals [(a), (b), (c) t�d ¼ t�p � 1, (d), (e), (f) t�d ¼ t�p � 10] for reL¼ 10 and x¼ 1; compari-

son of the solution differences between Duhamel-superposition theorem and the direct pulse simulation.
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the pulse width increases, even when the pulse train interval is small as well as when
optically thin medium is used, as shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6.

The solution differences between Duhamel’s results and Direct’s results were
described in Figures 4–7 qualitatively for a diffuse square pulse train, and the quan-
titative solution differences between the two sets of results are also listed in Table 2.
The transmittances computed by the two methods take the maximum value at the
same time. These maximum values are shown in the column of TDuhamel and TDirect.
Therefore, when the five distinct transmitted signals are observed, the periods
between Duhamel’s results and Direct’s results match completely. For the same
optical thickness and pulse width t�p, TDuhamel and TDirect in the response subjected
to a diffuse square pulse train are in good agreement with those in the response sub-
jected to a single diffuse square pulse as the pulse train interval t�d increases. The ratio
of TDirect to TDuhamel becomes larger as the pulse train interval t�d increases for the
same optical thickness and pulse width; i.e., TDirect=TDuhamel when five distinct
signals are observed is larger than that when the overlap effect is observed.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we compared the transmitted pulses predicted by Duhamel’s
superposition theorem and the direct pulse simulation in a 3-D discrete ordinates
system in homogeneous, strongly scattering, and weakly absorbing media subjected
to a diffuse square pulse train, in order to quantitatively evaluate the two methods’

Table 2. Comparison of the solution differences between Duhamel’s superposition theorem and the direct

pulse simulation in a unit cube subjected to a diffuse square pulse train with different pulse widths and

pulse train intervals

t�p t�d Period TDuhamel TDirect TDirect=TDuhamel

reL¼ 0.1, x¼ 1 0.03 t�p � 1 Overlap 8.8145� 10�2 9.3060� 10�2 1.0558

t�p � 10 Overlap 2.4185� 10�2 2.9078� 10�2 1.2023

t�p � 100 3.030 2.3560� 10�2 2.8510� 10�2 1.2101

0.06 t�p � 1 Overlap 1.0095� 10�1 1.0429� 10�1 1.0331

t�p � 10 0.660 4.6727� 10�2 5.1463� 10�2 1.1014

t�p � 100 6.060 4.6667� 10�2 5.1416� 10�2 1.1018

0.09 t�p � 1 Overlap 1.0244� 10�1 1.0533� 10�1 1.0282

t�p � 10 0.990 6.8853� 10�2 7.3215� 10�2 1.0634

t�p � 100 9.090 6.8843� 10�2 7.3207� 10�2 1.0634

0.21 t�p � 1 Overlap 1.4327� 10�1 1.4625� 10�1 1.0208

t�p � 10 2.310 1.4164� 10�1 1.4473� 10�1 1.0218

t�p � 100 21.21 1.4164� 10�1 1.4473� 10�1 1.0218

0.9 t�p � 1 1.800 2.0141� 10�1 2.0174� 10�1 1.0016

t�p � 10 9.900 2.0141� 10�1 2.0174� 10�1 1.0016

1.5 t�p � 1 3.000 2.0154� 10�1 2.0154� 10�1 1.0000

t�p � 10 16.50 2.0154� 10�1 2.0154� 10�1 1.0000

reL¼ 10, x¼ 1 0.03 t�p � 1 Overlap 1.6105� 10�3 1.6782� 10�3 1.0420

t�p � 10 Overlap 1.4129� 10�3 1.5493� 10�3 1.0965

0.06 t�p � 1 Overlap 3.1737� 10�3 3.2531� 10�3 1.0250

t�p � 10 Overlap 2.1031� 10�3 2.1910�10
�3 1.0418

0.9 t�p � 1 Overlap 1.4149� 10�2 1.4181� 10�2 1.0023

t�p � 10 9.900 9.2827� 10�3 9.3149� 10�3 1.0035
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computational accuracy and computational time. The following conclusions are
drawn from this study.

Although the transmitted pulses predicted by Duhamel’s superposition theorem
are in agreement with those predicted by the direct pulse simulation qualitatively, the
magnitudes predicted by the two methods do not match quantitatively. In concrete
terms, in a participating medium subjected to a single diffuse square pulse, the sol-
ution difference between Duhamel’s result and Direct’s result becomes gradually lar-
ger with the decrease of pulse width, regardless of discrete approximation, optical
thickness, and scattering albedo. In contrast, in a participating medium subjected
to a diffuse square pulse train, the solution difference between Duhamel’s result
and Direct’s result becomes gradually larger as the pulse train interval increases for
the same optical thickness and pulse width. We found that the overlap effect of the
pulse train depends strongly on the pulse train interval in previous studies, whereas
the solution difference between Duhamel’s result and Direct’s result depends strongly
on the pulse width in addition to the pulse train interval in the present study.

We conclud that Duhamel’s superposition theorem provides better accuracy
and computational efficiency than the direct pulse simulation, because Duhamel’s
superposition theorem needs only one solution exposed to a single diffuse unit-step
square pulse for different problems subjected to a diffuse square pulse train with
various pulse widths and pulse train intervals, whereas the direct pulse simulation
is time-consuming and subject to increased numerical errors because of error
accumulation.
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